Updated as of February 6, 2020

MI School Data User Migration

In mid-spring 2020, all MI School Data secure users will be required to have a third party MILogin account to access secure data. Users who don’t already have this type of MILogin account must create one prior to the migration to retain access to secure data. If this is not done prior to the migration, users will need to fill out a security form and request a new account. Further information and instructions on account migration will be coming soon.

Recently Released to the Public

- The [Michigan Community College Data Inventory](#) is a compilation of reports that provide summary information about the activity, enrollment, resources and financial standing of public community colleges. This report has been updated with 2018-19 data.
- Data for 2019-20 have been added to the [Quick Facts](#) report. This report provides an overview of the types and counts of education buildings. Data can be viewed by state, ISD and district.
- [School Services and Offerings](#) on the [Parent Dashboard](#), which shows information on schools’ select programs and services (collected from districts in the MSDS and the Points of Pride section of the EEM) has been updated to reflect data captured on December 2.

Coming Soon

- The number and percent of 3rd, 8th and 11th grade students who were proficient on the M-STEP, PSAT and SAT and were identified as “Section 31a At Risk” will be updated in the [At Risk Student](#) report with 2018-19 data.
- The percent of public high school students who graduated or dropped out is shown in the [Graduation/Dropout Rate](#) report. Users can view four-, five- and six-year rates for a selected school year. Other
cohort statuses, such as Off-Track Continuing and Other Completers, are also included. This report will be updated with 2018-19 data.

- The **Kindergarten Pathways** report contains data for publicly funded early childhood education taken by students before enrollment into kindergarten, such as Early On®, Early Childhood Special Education, Great Start Readiness Program and GSRP/Head Start Blend. Kindergarten Pathways shows the order in which children enrolled in the various programs, including developmental kindergarten. This report will be updated with 2019-20 data.

- Annual counts and FTE of teachers, administrators, paraprofessionals and other staffing groups are included in the **Staffing Count** report, including breakouts by age range, longevity, race/ethnicity, gender and highest education level. The report will be updated with 2019-20 data.

- The following **Parent Dashboard** metrics will be updated with 2018-19 data:
  
  - Graduation
  - Dropout Rate
  - Percent of Graduates from High School who are Proficient on the SAT

This page is updated the first and third Wednesday of every month with news and report release information. For a schedule of report releases, please see our **Report Calendar**. Check the ticker on **MI School Data** for updated report release news.